The expressive p o wer of the family wILOG (:) of relational query languages is investigated. The languages are rule based, with v alue invention and strati ed negation. The semantics for value invention is based on Skolem functor terms. We s t udy a hierarchy of languages based on the n umber of strata allowed in programs. We r s t s h ow t hat, in presence of value invention, the class of strati ed programs made o f t wo strata h as the whole expressive p o wer of the family, t hus expressing t he computable queries. We t hen show t hat t he l a n guage wILOG 6 = of programs with non-equality a n d without n egation expresses the monotone q u e r i e s , a n d t hat t he language wILOG 1 2 : of semipositive programs expresses the semimonotone queries.
Introduction
The s t udy of query languages is a major issue in database theory. Departing from the relational calculus and a l g e bra query languages for the relational model of data 14], several extensions to b o t h t he languages and t he m o d el have been investigated, mainly with t he goal of gaining in expressive p o wer. A theory of queries originated from the d e nition by Chandra and Harel 12] of the computable queries as a`reasonable' class of mappings from databases to d atabases. The c o m p u table queries are the class of partial recursive f u nctions between nite relational structures that s a tisfy a criterion called genericity. T h e notion of genericity formalizes the data independence principle in databases it intuitively states that t he only signi cant relationships among d ata are based on (non-)equality o f v alues. Genericity i s a g e n eralization of invariant properties of the queries that are expressible by the relational algebra and calculus 6, 9, 35] .
Relational calculus and algebra express logspace queries only, a n d t he addition of an iterative construct (a xpoint o perator or a while iterator) does not lead beyond pspace queries 25, 38] . In fact, queries in such languages may use only relations of xed scheme and constants f r o m t he input d atabase, hence their working space is polynomial in the size of the a c t ive domain of the i n p u t instance. Thu s , a f u r t her mechanism is needed to ful ll completeness. There are (at least) two w ays to o vercome t he pspace barrier: allowing for relations of variable scheme, or for the use of constants o u tside t he active domain of the input d atabase several prop o s a l s i n t he literature consider indeed either one o r t he o t her way toward completeness. The former approach w as pursued in 12] with t he l a n guage QL, introducing a modi cation to t he d ata m o d el to allow f o r u nranked relations | intuitively, to s i m ulate u nbounded space on a Turing m achine t ape. The l a tter approach h as been proposed by A biteboul and Vianu 3, 4] introducing a m echanism of value invention as a m eans to a l l o w f o r n ew domain elements i n t emporary relations during computations. They embedded value invention both in a procedural language 3] and in a rule-based one 4].
A di erent m echanism to a c hieve completeness was proposed by Hull and Su 20, 21], extending t he d ata m o d el with complex objects | built u s i n g t he set and tuple constructors | t o allow for recursive types. U n bounded value structures can thus be de ned, essentially corresponding t o h ereditarely nite s e t s. The connection between hereditarely nite s e t construction and v alue invention was shown by V an den Bussche et al. 37] , which reconciled the t wo a p proaches.
The i d ea of value invention originates from a proposal by K uper and V ardi 31, 32 ] to choose arbitrary symbolic object names to m anage new complex object values de ned in their logical queries. The concept of object name is a re nement of Codd's notion of surrogate 15] nowadays, we u s e t he t erm object identity. T h e m echanism of value invention has been recasted into an object-oriented data m o d el within a traditional database framework i n t he l a n guage IQL (Abiteboul and K a n ellakis 2]). There, value invention is more properly called object creation, because invented values are used to assign new object identi ers in correspondence to n ewly created objects. Object creation has been incorporated also in the rule-based language ILOG (Hull and Y oshikawa 23] ) ILOG adopts a di erent (and more declarative) semantics for object creation, using S k olem functor terms as suggested in previous proposals 7, 33, 13, 27, 28] .
In this paper we s t udy the expressive p o wer of a family of query languages with v alue invention in the context of relational databases. The languages are rule based, extend-ing t he syntax and s e m antics of datalog. The s e m antics of value invention is based on Skolem functors. Strati ed negation is allowed in programs. We adopt the formalism of ILOG : 23] , which e n j o ys all the a bove c harateristics. The language ILOG : , o r i g inally proposed to express queries in the context of object databases, can be syntactically limited to specify relational queries only, t hat is, generic database mappings. (We d o s o by requiring weak safety in the use of value invention, i.e., by a l l o wing i n vented values in temporary relations only.) The language so obtained (called wILOG : ) expresses the computable queries of Chandra and Harel (this fact can be formally proved as a consequence of previous results b y H u l l a n d Su 20, 22] ). We strengthen this result, showing t hat the s a m e expressive p o wer can be achieved by m eans of a syntactically simpler language, obtained by l i m i t ing t he use of negation to t wo strata programs, i.e., programs made o f a positive stratum f o llowed by a semipositive o n e.
Starting from th i s r s t c o m p leteness result, we i n vestigate languages with e v en more limited use of negation. We s h ow t hat t he language wILOG 6 = , in which t he only form of negation allowed is non-equality, expresses the monotone queries, i.e., all the computable queries that s a tisfy the m o n o t onicity p r o perty. W e t hen study the language wILOG of semipositive programs, in which n egation can be applied to i n p u t relations only. T h e language is shown to express the semimonotone queries, i.e., queries that s a tisfy a weak monotonicity p r o perty, also called`queries preserved under extensions' in the l i t erature 5].
The results s h own provide i n teresting c o u nterpoints t o r e s u l ts concerning strati ed datalog : , highlighting t he profound impact that v alue invention has in database manipulation.
The paper is organized as follows. We recall some preliminary de nitions in Section 2. Section 3 introduces the family ILOG (:) of languages, with some e x a m p les. Then, Sections 4, 5, and 6 a r e d evoted to s t udy the query languages wILOG 1 : , wILOG 6 = , and wILOG 1 2 : , t hat express the class of computable queries, monotone q u e r i e s , a n d semimonotone queries, respectively. In Section 7 we discuss why w e do not have a n y expressiveness result concerning t he language wILOG of positive programs. Concluding remarks are proposed in Section 8. Finally, t he A ppend i x i s a b r i e f i n troduction to domain Turing m achines,a technical tool i n troduced by H u l l a n d Su 21] and w i d ely used in proofs of the m ain results.
Preliminaries

The d ata m o d el
We a s s u me t he r e a d er to be familiar with t he relational model 14]. We n o w brie y review the basic notions and notations.
Assume t he existence of disjoint countable sets L r of relation names and L a of attribute names.
A relation scheme is a relation name R 2 L r together with a (possibly empty) nite s e t o f a ttribute n ames in L a . W e w r i t e R(A 1 : : : A n ) t o i n dicate a relation scheme with name R and set of attributes fA 1 : : : A n g. T h e set of attribute n ames associated with R is denoted sort(R) each A 2 sort(R) is called an attribute of R, a n d sometimes denoted as a pair (R A). The arity of a relation R is the n umber (R) = jsort(R)j of its a ttributes. A ( database) scheme S is a nite set of relation schemes, having d i s t inct names.
Let be a countable set of constants, c a l l e d t he domain. F o r a s e t X of attributes names, a tuple t over X is a total function t : X ! we w r i t e ( A 1 : d 1 : : : A n : d n ) to d enote a t uple t over A 1 : : : A n such t hat t(A i ) = d i , f o r 1 i n. For a relation scheme R, a relation instance o v e r R is a nite set of tuples over sort(R). For a scheme S, a ( database) instance I over S is a function mapping e v ery relation name R in S to a relation instance over R. T h e active domain of an instance I, d enoted by adom(I), is the set of all domain elements occurring i n I. W e w r i t e inst(S) t o d enote t he set of all instances ove r a s c heme S.
We n o w give an equivalent representation for instances, following t he logic programming s t yle. In doing so, we a d o pt a positional notation, omitting a ttribute n ames in tuples. For, assume t he e x i s t ence of a total order on L a , a n d u s e t he c o n vention of listing s e t s o f a ttributes according t o t he t otal order. This way, i f t he l i s t ing o f a ttributes A 1 : : : A n respects the t otal order, then we w r i t e ( d 1 : : : d n ) t o represent a t uple (A 1 : d 1 : : : A n : d n ).
For a relation scheme R, a fact over R is an expression of the form R(d 1 : : : d n ), where (d 1 : : : d n ) i s a t uple over sort(R). A relation instance over R is a nite set of facts o ver R. For a scheme S, a ( database) instance o v e r S is a nite s e t I that i s t he u nion of relation instances over the relations in S.
For a scheme S, w e give t o t he set of instances over S the structure of a complete partially ordered set 18] with respect to , b y extending inst(S) with a c o n ventional in nite' instance > S , i n s u ch a w ay that for any nite i n s t ance I over S it is the case that I > S . This is especially useful in the context of r.e. queries, which can be partial functions, that is, possibly yielding as a result a n unde ned instance, i . e . , t he o n e w e denoted > S .
Queries and query languages
Given schemes S and T , a database mapping f from S to T , d enoted f : S ! T , i s a partial function from inst(S) t o inst(T ).
Let C be a nite set of constants, out o f t he domain . A d atabase mapping f is C-generic if f = f for any permutation over (extended in the n atural way to instances) that l e a ves C xed (i.e., (x) = x for any x 2 C). A d atabase mapping i s generic if it is C-generic for some nite C. A query from S to T is a generic database mapping f : S ! T .
The class CQof computable queries 12] is the set of all queries f such t hat t he m apping f is Turing computable.
The notion of genericity has been introduced to capture the fact that t he only signi cant relationships among d ata a r e t hose based on (non-)equality o f v alues, that is, values have to be considered as uninterpreted, apart from a nite s e t C of domain elements, which may be xed by t he query. As a consequence of genericity, f o r a C-generic query q and an input instance I, adom(q(I)) adom(I) C. This property s t ates that queries are essentially domain-preserving database mappings.
A query language is a formalism (i.e., a syntax together with a s e m antics) to formulate queries. Given a query language L, a query q isexpressible in L if there exists an expression of L whose semantics coincides with t he query q.
We can compare expressiveness of query languages. Given query languages L 1 L 2 , w e say that L 1 
We can compare query languages to classes of queries as well. Given a query language L and a class C of queries, we say that L expresses C, d enoted L C, i f a n y query in C is expressible in L.
Finally, w e say that a d atabase is ordered if it includes a binary relation (conventionally denoted succ) c o n taining a s u ccessor relation on all the constants occurring i n t he active domain of the d atabase. A database is ordered with min and max if it also contains two unary relations (denoted min and max) c o n taining t he minimum a n d m aximum element according t o t he s u ccessor relation. A query on an ordered database is a query whose input s c heme is an ordered database scheme a n d t hat ranges only over ordered instances. 3 The language ILOG (:) In this section we b r i e y i n troduce the syntax and s e m antics of the l a n guage ILOG (:) . The language was proposed by Hull and Y oshikawa for a complete presentation we refer the r e a d er to previous works of the a uthors 23, 24]. We will not consider here the objectbased characteristics of the l a n guage, which m o t ivated its i n troduction indeed, we focus in this paper only on the a bility o f t he language to express queries in the r e l a tional setting.
The l a n guage is a variant o f datalog, w i t h strati ed negation and a m echanism for value invention, which i s i n dicated by t he use of a distinguished symbol ' i n a toms in heads of clauses. A term is either a domain element d 2 o r a v ariable X 2 Var. A relation atom is an expression of the form R(A 1 : t 1 : : : A n : t n ), where R is a relation with sort(R) = A 1 : : : A n , a n d t 1 : : : t n are terms. An invention atom is an expression of the form R(id : A 1 : t 1 : : : A n : t n ), where R is a relation with sort(R) = idA 1 : : : A n , id is a distinguished attribute n ame called the invention attribute, ' is a special symbol called the invention symbol, a n d t 1 : : : t n are terms. Intuitively, t he i n vention symbol a n d invention atoms are used to c r e a te n ew domain elements t hroughout t he c o m p u tation of the m o d el of a program. An equality atom is an expression of the form t 1 = t 2 , w h ere t 1 t 2 are terms. A positive literal is either a relation atom or an equality a tom. A negative literal :L is the n egation of a positive literal L a n egative literal :t 1 = t 2 is called a non-equality literal and usually denoted t 1 6 = t 2 . I n t he remainder of this work w e will not consider equality a toms anymore (because we can resort to m ultiple occurrences of the same t erm, instead), whereas non-equality literals will be used.
Syntax
Again, it is possible to a d o pt a positional notation by referring t o a t otal order on L a and omitting a ttribute n ames in literals. In particular, we a s s u me t hat id is the minimum element i n L a so that, if the i n vention attribute a n d symbol occur in an atom, then they o c c u r i n t he rst position.
A clause is an expression of the form A L 1 : : : L k :
where A is either a relation or an invention atom (called the head of and d enoted head( )), and L 1 : : : L k (with k 0) is a (possibly empty) nite set of literals (called the body of and d enoted body( )). A clause is range-restricted if every variable occurring either in its h e a d o r i n a n egative literal in its body, occurs in a positive relation literal in its body as well. Hereinafter we will consider only range-restricted clauses. A rule is a clause with a non-empty body. A fact i s a c l a use with an empty body (that is, an atom A) a fact is ground if no variable occurs in it. A clau s e i s a n invention (relation, resp.) clau s e i f i t s h e a d i s a n i n vention (relation, resp.) atom. The relation name occurring i n t he h e a d o f a n i n vention clau s e i s c a l l e d a n invention relation. W e a s s u me t he d i s t inguished attribute n ame id to be used in invention relation schemes only.
An ILOG (:) program is a nite set of clauses, with t he condition that n o i n vention relation occurs in the h ead of a relation clause. An ILOG : program is strati ed if it satis es the strati cation condition 8]. In the r e m ainder of the w ork, unless explicitly stated, we will consider strati ed ILOG : programs only.
A positive ILOG program is a program in which n o n egative l i t eral occurs. An ILOG 6 = program is a program in which t he only negative literals allowed are non-equality literals.
For a program P, d enote adom(P) t he nite set of domain elements w h i c h explicitly occurr in P, a n d sch(P) t he d atabase scheme m ade o f t he r e l a tion schemes occurring i n P. An input-output scheme (or, simply, i-o scheme) for P i s a p a i r o f s c hemes (S T ) such t hat (i) S and T are disjoint s u bsets o f sch(P), called the input and output scheme, respectively and (ii) no relation name i n S occurs in the h e a d o f a c l a use in P. F or a program P over i-o scheme ( S T ), denoted (P S T ), relations in the input s c heme p lay the r o le of extensional relations, relations in the o u tput s c heme t hat o f intensional (or target) relations, whereas relations in sch(P) b u t n either in S nor in T are viewed as temporary relations.
Semantics
We n o w d e ne t he s e m antics of ILOG (:) programs as the ordinary semantics of strati ed logic programs, it is based on the notion of perfect model (minimal model for positive programs). The b e haviour of the symbol ', used for value invention in programs, remains to be speci ed we f o llow t he so-called functional approach, according t o which i t s m eaning is completely characterized resorting t o S k olem functor terms. This way, v alue invention in programs corresponds essentially to a limited use of function symbols in logic programs. As a consequence, as noted by H u l l a n d Y oshikawa 23], positive programs have a monotonic semantics, which i s e q u i v alently charaterized in a model-theoretic as well as a xpoint semantics. This is in contrast with t hè o perational' semantics of value invention adopted in datalog : 1 (Abiteboul and V i a n u 4]), where there exist positive programs de ning nonmonotone queries (see 23, Example 7.6]).
The s e m antics of an ILOG (:) program (P S T ) is a binary relation ' P inst(S) inst(T ), which i s d e ned here in terms of a four-step process, described informally as follows:
1. Replace occurrences of the symbol ' b y a p propriate S k olem functor terms, thus obtaining t he S k olemization Skol(P) o f P. 2. For an instance I, c o n s i d er its representation as a set of facts. belong n either to adom(I) n o r t o adom(P)), thus obtaining a n i n s t ance J over sch(P). Then, the semantics ' P (I) of (P S T ) over I is the restriction of J to t he relation names in T . O t herwise (i.e., if M Skol(P) I is in nite), the semantics is unde ned. We n o w f o r m alize concepts related to`Skolem functor terms,' in order to complete t he de nition of the s e m antics of ILOG (:) programs. Assume t he e x i s t ence of a countable set L f of Skolem functor names. F or each di erent relation name R 2 L r , t he s e t L f conta i n s a d i s t inct functor name f R , c a l l e d t he Skolem functor associated with R.
Consider an invention relation R(idA 1 : : : A n ), having f R as the associated Skolem functor a Skolem functor term for R is an expression of the form f R (A 1 : t 1 : : : A n : t n ), (or simply f R (t 1 : : : t n ), adopting a positional notation), where t 1 : : : t n are terms note how t he s c heme constraints f u nctor f R to h ave a r i t y n = (R) ; 1. Then, extend t he notion of term by considering S k olem functor terms also. The Skolemization of a program P, d enoted by Skol(P), is obtained by replacing t he h ead of each i n vention clause in P of the form R( t 1 : : : t n ) b y R(f R (t 1 : : : t n ) t 1 : : : t n ), where f R (t 1 : : : t n ) i s t he S k olem functor term for R built u s i n g t he t erms already present i n t he h e a d o f t he clause.
It is possible to g e n eralize the n o t i o n o f i n s t ance relative t o S k olem functor terms. Given a program P, t he Herbrand universe U P for P is the set of all ground t erms built using domain elements from and S k olem functors for invention relations in sch(P). The Herbrand base H P for P is the set of all ground f a c t s b u i l t u s i n g r e l a tion names in sch(P) a n d t erms in U P . A Herbrand interpretation over P is a nite s u bset of H P . T h en, the notions of Skolemized tuple, Skolemized r elation instance, and Skolemized (database) instance over S with respect to a program P are de ned in the n atural way, referring t o the u niverse U P instead of the domain . The set of all Skolemized database instances ove r a s c heme S wrt a program P is denoted S-inst P (S).
In de ning t he s e m antics of a program P, i f t he m o d el of P over an instance I exists and i t i s n i t e, then it is a Herbrand i n terpretation over sch(P), hence it is a Skolemized instance over sch(P). Thus, focusing o n t he r s t t hree steps of the a bove process, we d e ne the pre-semantics of a program (P S T ) as a partial function P : inst(S) ! S-inst P (T ), that m aps I to t he S k olemized instance corresponding t o M Skol(P) I restricted to t he relation names in T .
The replacement of di erent S k olem functor terms by d i s t inct new values (Step 4) is de ned in a nondeterministic fashion therefore, if Skolem functor terms appear in the model of P over I, t hen the s e m antics o f P might include s e v eral possible outcomes (related to t he c hoice of new values), and ( b y considering all possible replacements) it is in general a binary relation rather than a function.
Finally, w e brie y introduce an operator associated with a set of clauses, which can be used to n d t he perfect model of a program via a xpoint computation.
A substitution is a total function from variables to ground t erms (including S k olem terms). For an instance I and a ground literal L, t he notion of satisfaction is de ned in the usual way, a n d i s e x t ended in the n atural way to s e t s of ground literals. For a set of clau s e s ; o ver a scheme S = sch(;), the immediate consequence o p erator T ; for ; i s a mapping T ; : S-inst ; (S) ! S-inst ; (S) d e ned as follows:
T ; (I) = f head( ) j 2 Skol(;) I satis es body( ) for a substitution g:
Safe programs
We n o w i n troduce syntactical sublanguages of ILOG (:) that limit the use of`invention' in programs we f o llow a n alogous de nitions in 4].
As we h ave seen, the s e m antics o f a n ILOG (:) program over an instance may lead to t he i n troduction of new values, not in the active domain of the i n p u t d atabase or of the program itself this fact contrasts w i t h t he notion of genericity, a n d t he s e m antics of ILOG (:) programs, in general, is not a query in the usual sense. A program (P S T ) is safe if, for any i n s t ance I of S, t he s e m antics ' P (I) does not contain invented new values. It can be shown that safety o f ILOG (:) programs is an undecidable property (even limiting our attention to positive ILOG). Hence, we consider two s y n tactical restrictions to ensure safety of programs.
A program is strongly safe if no invention clause occurs in it. It is apparent t hat t he language of strongly safe ILOG (:) programs, denoted sILOG (:) , syntactically corresponds to strati ed datalog (:) . Weak safety i s d e ned relative t o an i-o scheme, using t he a uxiliary notion of`inventionattribute set.' Given a program P over i-o scheme ( S T ), the invention attributes for (P S T ) are the s m allest set of attributes such t hat:
if R is an invention relation name i n sch(P), then (R id) i s a n i n vention attribute for (P S T ) if (R A) i s a n i n vention attribute for (P S T ), R(: : : A: X : : : ) i s a p o s i t ive literal in the body of a clause in P, a n d Q(: : : A 0 : X : : : ) i s t he h ead of , t hen (Q A 0 ) is an invention attribute for (P S T ). A program P is weakly safe wrt (S T ) i f n o i n vention attribute for (P S T ) h as the form (R A), where R is a relation name i n T . T h e language of weakly safe ILOG (:) programs is denoted by wILOG (:) . Intuitively, a program is weakly safe if`invented values' app e a r o n l y i n p a r t icular columns of the t emporary relations in sch(P), and not in target relations. In particular, the d e nition ensures that i n ventedvalues are never`mixed-up' with v alues from the input active domain. Formally, it can be veri ed that i n d e ning t he s e m antics of a wILOG (:) program (P S T ), new values may appear in tuples in sch(P) ; Tonly. B e c a use such temporary relations do not contribute t o t he result o f t he program, the a s s i g n m ent o f distinct new values has no in uence on the possible outcomes, and t hus it is not strictly necessary. I n deed, the s e m antics of wILOG (:) programs coincide with t heir pre-semantics. Note t hat w eak safety of a program can be checked in polynomial time i n t he size of the program.
Introductory examples
The f o llowing examples show t he m ain features of the l a n guage these examples are interesting because they illustrate t echniques that will be used to prove results o f t his paper.
Example 3.1 A ( total) enumeration of a nite set R i s a l i s t ing o f t he e l e m ents o f R in any o r d er, without r e p e a ts, and enclosed by brackets ' a n d ]'. For example, if R = fa bg, t hen the e n umerations of R are the l i s t s ab] and ba].
We n o w d e ne a program P code that p r o d uces a representation of all the e n umerations of a unary input relation R. Program P code uses invention relations list nil (id) a n d list cons (id rst tail) values invented in these relations correspond t o e m p t y a n d nonempty l i s t s, respectively the t arget relation of the program is list out , w i t h t he s a m e s c heme as list cons . T h e program uses an auxiliary relation misses(list element) t o d enote which R's elements a list is still missing t o obtain a total enumeration relation misses proj is the restriction of misses to t he list attribute, and i t d enotes the l i s t s h aving a t least an element missing. (In what f o llows, we will use a variable Nil in programs to highlight t erms that are intended to u nify with v alues corresponding t o an empty list.)
Consider for example the instance I = fR(a) R (b)g t he pre-semantics for P code on I contains in list out functor terms f out (` ' f cons (a f cons (b f cons (`]' f nil ())))) and f out (` ' f cons (b f cons (a f cons (`]' f nil ())))), where f out f cons , a n d f nil are the S k olem functor names associated with list out list cons , a n d list nil , respectively. T h ese terms are the required representations for the e n umerations of relation R in I.
Note t hat P code is strati ed, and m ade o f t wo strata ( t he s e c o n d stratum b e i n g composed of the last clause only).
The f o llowing example shows that t he construction of the`partial' enumerations of a set does not require the u s e o f n egation. Example 3.2 A partial enumeration of a nite set R is an enumeration of any (possibly empty) subset of R.
An ILOG 6 = program P pcode that computes all the partial enumerations of an input unary relation R can be obtained from program P code of Example 3.1 by r e p lacing i t s last clause by t he f o llowing o n e:
The t otal enumerations of a set R can be built a p plying n egation to t he relation R only, provided a total order is given to t he d atabase. This is shown in the f o llowing e x a m p le. Example 3.3 Assume given an ordered database, with a u nary relation R representing a nite s u bset of the a c t ive d o m ain , and t he conventional unary relations min max and a b i n ary relation succ representing a total order on , such t hat min and max contains just the minimum a n d m aximum element o f , r e s p e c t ively, a n d succ the s u ccessor relation on the element of according t o t he t otal order. The f o llowing program produces a representation of the t otal enumeration of R that respects t he t otal order. Relation Represents indicates whether a list contains all the elements o f R up to a g i v en one.
Note t hat t he foregoing program is semipositive ( n egation is applied to t he i n p u t relation R only). The strategy of computing t he e n umeration consists i n i t erating o n t he elements of the domain (using t he relations de ning t he t otal order) and t aking di erent actions whether the elements b e l o n g t o t he set or not. Semipositive n egation allows to continue the i t eration in case an element is missing from R.
The f o llowing example shows how t o perform a transformation that i s t he i n verse of the previous ones. 
P decode is an ILOG 6 = program. An equivalent b u t positive ILOG program can be obtained observing t hat t he right bracket`]' is always followed by a n e m p t y l i s t t hus, the test X 6 = ]' can be performed by t esting inste a d f o r a t ail which is a non-empty list, as follows:
A complex example
In this section we p r o pose a program to s o lve instances of the 3sat problem (an npcomplete problem). An instance of 3sat is a propositional formula in conjunctive n o r m al form, made o f three-literal clauses it can be represented by a s e t X = fx 1 : : : x n g of n variables and a collection C of m clauses, each containing exactly 3 literals, where a literal is a variable x i or its n egation :x i . T h e p r o b lem asks whether there exists a truth assignment for the variables in X that s a tis es all the clauses in C. F or example, such a n i n p u t might b e t he formula (x 1 _ x 2 _ : x 3 )^(:x 1 _ : x 2 _ : x 4 )^(x 3 _ : x 1 _ : x 4 ) case in which t he answer to t he p r o b lem should be a rmative (e.g., consider the assignment which assigns true to x 1 x 3 , a n d false to x 2 x 4 ). We a s s u me t hat t he input for the program is encoded by m eans of a binary relation var(variable complement) a n d a t ernary relation clause(l 1 l 2 l 3 ). The former is used to represent t he s e t X: for each v ariable x i 2 X, relation var will contain a pair (x i x i ), stating t hat x i and x i are literals (and, in particular, that x i is the n egation of x i ). Each clause in C will be represented by a t uple in clause for instance, clause (x 1 _ x 2 _ : x 3 ) will be represented by t uple (x 1 x 2 x 3 ).
On one h and, if all the t r u th assignments w ere part of the i n p u t, it would be easy to write a strati ed datalog : program able to v erify whether the formula is satis able. For, let is true(assignment literal) be a binary relation containing t uples of the f o r m ( a i l ) s t ating that literal l is true in assignment a i . T h e f o llowing program computes false literals for the v arious assignments, then assignments t hat do not satisfy the formula, and n ally satis ability o f t he f o r m ula.
The a bove program is correct only on input instances such t hat relation is true indeed denes all possible assignments. However, it is clear that datalog : is not able to c o m p u te all such possible truth a s s i g n m ents. Indeed, there are exponentially many s u ch assignments, and datalog : can only perform ptime computations. We n o w w r i t e a wILOG : program that will do such computation it uses the n aive strategy that generates all assignments. Note t hat e v ery assignment m ust assign value true to e i t her literal x i or literal x i , for 1 i n. T h e construction of assignments is inspired by Example 3.1. 3sat is strati ed and m ade o f t wo strata ( t he second o n e containing clauses de ning relations assignment and sat). I t c a n b e v eri ed that t his program, on instances satisfying t he a bove h ypotheses, answers sat if and o n l y i f t he input instance encodes a satis able formula.
3.6 Expressiveness of sILOG : and wILOG : We conclude t he section by recalling known results concerning expressiveness of ILOG (:) in the c o n text of relational queries. In this respect, we s h ould not consider all ILOG (:) programs, because their semantics is not alwa y s a f u nction, thus they do not always de ne a query in the s t r i c t s e n s e . W e consider instead sILOG (:) and wILOG (:) programs, in which t he use of value invention is limited.
Since strongly safe ILOG (:) corresponds syntactically to strati ed datalog (:) , it inherits a l o t o f w ell-known results. Among o t hers, we recall that sILOG : expresses (total) queries in ptime. F urthermore, it expresses the xpoint queries if we drop t he requirement of strati cation and a d o pt the in ationary semantics for negation (Abiteboul and Vianu 4 ]). A result b y K o laitis 29] shows that t he strati ed semantics for sILOG : is weaker than the in ationary one. Finally, t he l a n guage datalog 1 2 : expresses the ptime queries on ordered databases with min and max (Papadimitriou 34] ).
On the o t her hand, wILOG (:) allows for value invention in temporary relations only, in such a w ay that t he s e m antics o f a n y w eakly safe program is always a query. The following result c a n b e p r o ved as the a n alogous result s t ated for weakly safe datalog : 1 programs in 4], even with a di erent s e m antics for negation and v alue invention. Fact 3.5 Let P be a wILOG : program over i-o scheme (S T ). Then, the semantics of (P S T ) is a C-generic database mapping from S to T , with C = adom(P).
In presence of value invention or a similar construct, it has been shown 20, 22 ] that the expressive p o wer of the strati ed semantics is the same a s t he i n a tionary semantics. The f o llowing result c haracterizes the expressive p o wer of weakly safe (strati ed) ILOG : programs. It can be proved as the a n alogous result a bout col 22] , a deductive l a n guage with u ntyped sets. There, hereditarely nite set construction is used instead of value invention furthermore, col programs have t o be strati ed also wrt set construction. Fact 3.6 wILOG : expresses the computable queries. 13 4 Expressiveness of two-strata wILOG : programs
In this section we i n troduce a syntactic hierarchy o f ILOG (:) languages, relative t o a limite d u s e o f s t r a ti ed negation. We t hen strengthen the r e s u l t s t ated as Fact 3.6 by showing t hat wILOG : programs made o f t wo strata h ave t he s a m e expressive p o wer of the w h ole wILOG : , t hus expressing t he computable queries.
Let ILOG i : be the class of ILOG : strati ed programs made o f at most i + 1 strata, i.e, programs which u s e i`groups' of negations. At t he l o west levels of the hierarchy, we n d l a n guages with a v ery limited use of negative literals: ILOG 6 = is the class of programs with n o n egation, but s t ill allowing for non-equality l i t erals ILOG is the class ofpositive programs, i.e., with n o n egative l i t erals at all nally, ILOG 1 2 : isthe l a n guage of semipositive programs, i.e., programs in which n egation can be applied on input relations only. A n alogous hierarchies are de ned with respect to languages sILOG : and wILOG : .
With r e s p e c t t o t he expressive p o wer, we h ave t he f o llowing i n tuitive hierarchy, based upon syntactical considerations: A comment is useful here. The language wILOG 1 : is syntactically much s i m p ler than the language wILOG : : programs in wILOG 1 : contain (at most) a positive stratum`followed' by a semipositive o n e, whereas wILOG : allows for an unbounded use of strati ed negation. At t he s a m e t ime, Corollary 6.4 in a following section shows that t he simpler language wILOG 1 2 : of semipositive programs is less expressive t han wILOG 1 : . The two facts t ogether imply the`minimality' of wILOG 1 : among t he complete languages in this family.
Before proving t he t heorem (which s t r e n gthens Fact 3.6) we highlight t he crucial points. Consider a query q since q is computable, there is an e ective algorithm for its implementation. We refer here to domain Turing Machines (domTMs), introduced by Hull and Su 21] for the sake of completeness, a brief introduction to domTMs is in the A ppendix. The m ain point i n u s i n g domTMs to implement queries is that, unlike c o n ventional Turing Machines, domTMs allow for a countable alphabet of symbols to b e u s e d o n t apes. This alphabet includes both our doma i n a n d a nite s e t W of connectives likes parentheses (' a n d )' a n d brackets ' a n d ]'. Moreover, a domTM is equipped with a register, capable of storing a s y m bol o f t he alphabet, whose use allows to k eep nite t he c o n trol o f the d evice, even with a countable alphabet.
Given an instance I, a n enumeration of I is a sequential representation of I on a domTM tape (where domain elements are separated by c o n n ectivesin W, e n c l o s i n g t uples within parentheses`(' a n d )' a n d s e t s o f t uples of di erent relations within brackets ' a n d ]'). The di erence between instances and e n umerations is essentially that instances are sets of tuples, whereas enumerations are sequences. W e d enote b y enum(I) t he set of all enumerations of an instance I. F or example, if I is the instance fR 1 (a) R 2 (a b) R 2 (b c)g over fR 1 R 2 g, t hen the e n umerations of I (assuming t he l i s t ing o f R 1 precedes that o f R 2 ) are e 1 = (a)] (ab)(bc)] and e 2 = (a)] (bc)(ab)].
A result b y H u l l a n d S u 2 1 ] ( F act A.1 in the A ppendix) states that, for any computable query, t here exists a n order independent domTM that computes the q u e r y h ence, there exists an order independent domTM M q which computes q. T h us, given an input instance I, e i t her M q does not halt o n a n y e n umeration of I (meaning t hat q is unde ned on input I), or there exists an instance J such t hat, for any e n umeration e of I, t he computation of M q on e, d enoted by M q (e), halts r e s u l ting i n a n o u tput t hat i s a n e n umeration of J (meaning t hat q(I) = J ). For example, if M q (e 1 ) = (c)(b)] and M q (e 2 ) = (b)(c)], we a s s u me q(I) = f(b) (c)g.
Computations of a domTM M q can be simulated as follows: 1. Given an input instance I, generate t he family enum(I) o f a l l e n umerations of I, to be used as inputs f o r M q . Note t hat, referring t o an (essentially) deterministic language like wILOG (:) , it is not possible to g e n erate a single enumeration of I, s o that all of them must be generated. 2. Simulate t he c o m p u tation M q (e) for any e n umeration e 2 enum(I) the v arious simulations are performedsimultaneously and e v entually result i n a n o u tput e n umeration for every enumeration of I. 3. Decode t he v arious output e n umerations into instances over the o u tput s c heme denote t he r e s u l t o f d ecoding a n o u tput e n umeration o by decode(o). Then, take t he union of such instances as the result o f t he o verall process. Following t he a bove a p proach, starting from q, a n d s o f r o m M q , our goal is to build a The h ypothesis of order independence on M q guarantees that, for any e n umeration e of I, decode(M q (e)) = q(I) hence, ' Q (I) = q(I).
Proof of Theorem 4.1: We will show t he f o llowing:
1. All the e n umerations of an instance can be computed by a t wo-strata ILOG : program, where each e n umeration is represented by m eans of a di erent i n vented value (and i t s corresponding S k olem term). We essentially use the t echnique shown in Example 3.1, albeit more complicated because in general we h ave t o d eal also with n-ary tuples, to be enclosed in parentheses moreover, we m ust also concatenate enumerations of the v arious input r e l a tions. 2. The s i m ulation of a domTM, starting from an enumeration and producing a n o u tput enumeration, can be done b y a n ILOG 6 = program (i.e., without n egation). Invented values are used to represent strings stored on the t ape of the d o m T M . T ermination of a computation happens with a nite n umber of acrossed global con gurations (which are represented by a nite n umber of strings), whereas a non-termination involves an in nite n umber of acrossed con gurations. Therefore, termination and non-termination correspond t o a nite o r a n i n n i t e n umber of invented values, respectively, h ence to a nite or an in nite m o d el of the program.
3. The d ecoding p h ase can be done b y a n ILOG (i.e.,positive) program. The t echnique used is that o f E x a m p le 3.4 intuitively, w e perform the union of the d ecoding o f t he various output e n umerations. 4. The o verall program, obtained by p u tting t ogether the a bove t hree subprograms, is in wILOG 1 : , t hat is, it is weakly safe and m ade o f t wo strata. Note h ow w e claim that, during t he s i m ulation, the only phase that n eeds strati ed negation is the construction of the e n umerations of the input instance. We u s e t he t echnique of program P code of Example 3.1 there, P code is made o f t wo strata: the o u tput o f t he rst stratum (which c o n tains only ILOG 6 = clauses) contains all partial enumerations of the input relation R P code resorts once to strati ed negation (second stratum) to d i s t inguish the total enumerations from the`incomplete' o n es, selecting t hose lists f o r w h i c h no R's element is missing. Intuitively, w e can build a two-strata program that computes the enumerations of the v arious input relations then, to o b t ain enumerations of the input instance, the e n umerations of the di erent relations need to be concatenated. We claim that w e can do so without r e s o r t ing t o n egation anymore.
Let q be a computable query from S to T , a n d M q an order independent domTM which implements q. W e n o w d e ne t hree programs Q in , Q simu , a n d Q out based on M q , a n d t hen we s h ow t hat program Q = Q in Q simu Q out is in wILOG 1 : and i n deed simulates computations of the domTM M q , t hat is, the s e m antics of Q coincides with q. Enumeration of the input instance: The f o llowing program Q in assigns to a u nary relation ENCinventedvalues corresponding t o t hepossible encodings of enumerations of the input database, which is an instance over the i n p u t s c heme S = fR 1 : : : R n g. T o t his end, we rst encode e a c h input relation R i in S independently, a n d t hen concatenate t hem. For the rst part, assume w e h ave t o e n umerate a b i n ary relation R i . W e u s e i n vention relations ENC nil i (id) (for the e m p t y string), ENC i (id rst tail) (for strings containing entire tuples), ENC ) i ENC 2 i , a n d ENC 1 i (for strings containing p a r t o f t uples), and relation ENC i (for the c o m p lete e n umerations).
Note h ow w e use strati ed negati o n i n t he last clause only. We n o w d e ne relation ENC cons i (string id rst last) t o represent all non-empty strings used in enumerating relation R i . W e will use it to concatenate e n umerations of the v arious relations.
ENC cons i (S C T) ENC i (S C T). ENC cons i (S C T) ENC ) i (S C T). ENC cons i (S C T) ENC 2 i (S C T). ENC cons i (S C T) ENC 1 i (S C T). ENC cons i (S C T) ENC i (S C T).
Note h ow t he foregoing set of clauses can be easily adapted to w ork w i t h a n y input relation in S, w h ere a di erent n umber of invention relations have t o b e u s e d d epending on the a r i t y o f t he relation to be encoded.
To concatenate e n umerations of the i n p u t relations, we u s e r e l a tion ENC (string id), and i n vention relations ENC nil (id) ENC cons (id rst tail). All clauses are positive. 
ENC cons ( C S ) ENC cons n (L C S 0 ) represents(S S 0 ). represents(S S 0 ) ENC cons (S C T) E N C cons n (S 0 C T 0 ) represents(T T 0 ). represents(S Nil)
ENC nil n;1 (Nil ) E N C n (S 0 C T ) represents(S S 0 ). ENC cons ( C S ) ENC cons n;1 (L C S 0 ) represents(S S 0 ). represents(S S 0 ) ENC cons (S C T) E N C cons n;1 (S 0 C T 0 ) represents(T T 0 ). : : :
: : : ENC(S) ENC cons (S C T) E N C 1 (S 0 C 0 T 0 ) represents(S S 0 ).
Note t hat, denoting enum(R i ) t he e n umerations of input relation R i , i n t his way we d e ne an encoding f o r e a c h e l e m ent i n t he Cartesian product enum(R 1 ) : : : enum(R n ). Simulation of domTM M q : We n o w d e ne t he program Q simu , w h ose goal is to s i m ulate computations of M q on enumerations encoded in relation ENC. Instantaneous descriptions (a.k.a. global con gurations) of the domTM are represented by m eans of invention relations ID nil and ID cons : t he former stores starting con gurations and t he l a tter successive o n es. The s c heme o f ID nil is(id state register ltape head rtape), and t hat o f ID cons includes also attribute previous ID. W e u s e i n vention relations rather than ordinary relations in such a w ay that t he s i m ulating program has a nite m o d el if and only if the s i m ulation halts. It is worth noting t hat a cycling c o m p u tation would a c r o s s a n i t e n umber of con gurations, and t hus an ordinary relation would contain a nite n umber of instantaneous descriptions, giving rise to a n i t e m o d el even in presence of such an in nite computation in contrast, in the same s i t uation, an invention relation would conta i n a t uple for each acrossed con guration, hence an in nite n umb e r o f t hem, thus leading t o an in nite m o d el.
We use also a relation ID(id state register ltape head rtape) t o s u mmarize values associated with all acrossed instantaneous descriptions. Relations ID nil and IDare de ned as follows (q s is the s t arting s t ate o f t he domTM):
ID nil ( q s `#' Nil `#' X ) ENC(X) E N C nil (Nil ).
ID(I S N L H R) ID nil (I S N L H R). ID(I S N L H R) ID cons (I S N L H R P ).
Relations rst(string rst) a n d tail(string tail) are used to get the` rst' character of a string a n d i t s t ail', respectively. These relations are needed mainly to d eal with expansions' of the empty s t r i n g, in case the h ead would reach a n e n d o f t he t ape. For a non-moving g e n eric transition value (q ) = ( q 0 a ;), we h ave a clause:
For a right-moving generic transition value (q a) = ( q 0 a 0 !), we h ave c l a uses:
For a left-moving g e n eric transition value (q ) = ( q 0 a ), we h ave c l a uses:
Similarly for other types of moves.
The f o llowing clause is used to i n vent n ew values to represent n ew needed strings, according t o r e q u e s t s m ade u s i n g relation expand(string element):
ENC cons ( A S ) expand(S A): During t he c o m p u tation of the least xpoint o f t he foregoing set of clauses, simulations associated with di erent i n p u t e n umerations evolve i n dependently. Looking a t t he s i m ulation relative t o a s i n gle input e n umeration, at e a c h s t age of the xpoint computation all
previous IDs are re-derived (but without generating a n y n ew value or fact), in addition to a s i n gle new ID(possibly with a n a s s o c i a ted new string). When the h alting s t ate i s reached, no new IDis generated a xpoint i s r e a c hed when all independent s i m ulations reach t he h alting s t ate.
Because M q implements q, t he o u tput t apes of halting computations of M q correspond to e n umerations of the o u tput i n s t ance (i.e., legal instances of the t arget scheme). We s t ore in relation ENC out the v alues representing strings in the o u tput t apes (we h ave a di erent output t ape for each di erent e n umeration of the input instance) using t he f o llowing clause (q h is the u nique halting s t ate o f t he domTM):
Decoding the output: The f o llowing program Q out decodes the v arious output e n umerations into an instance of the t arget scheme T . F or the sake o f s i m p licity a n d w i t hout loss of generality, w e a s s u me T = fT g, i.e., the result o f q is a single relation T. 2. For any instance I over S such t hat q(I) i s d e ned, Q(I) = q(I). To prove S t atement 1 , c o n s i d er an instance I. I f q is de ned over I, t hen M q halts o n e v ery enumeration of I. Denote jIj the n umber of symbols used to represent I (i.e., the length of any o f i t s e n umerations) and, for an enumeration e of I, d enote q (e) t he nite n umber of steps in the computation of M q (e). It can be shown that t he n umber of invented values in the m o d el of Q on input I is O( e2enum(I) ( q (e) + jIj)) (we u s e t he s t andard`big oh' notation), which is nite hence, the n umber of facts i n t his model (which i s p o lynomial in the cardinality o f adom(I) a n d t he n umber of invented values) is nite, that is, the model of Q over I is nite. Similarly, it can be proven that t he m o d el of Q over I can be computed (according t o a xpoint s e m antics) in O(Max e2enum(I) ( q (e)) + jIj) stages.
On the o t her hand, if q is unde ned on input I, t hen M q does not halt o n a n y e n umeration of I. Let e one s u ch e n umeration the computation M q (e) acrosses an in nite number of instantaneous descriptions this yields an in nite n umber of invented values in relation ID cons , h ence in an in nite m o d el for Q.
Statement 2 f o llows from the correctness of the d ecoding p h ase, that is, from the a bility of program Q out to`parse' enumerations of instances over the t arget scheme from output tapes into t he t arget relations.
Expressiveness of positive programs
In this section we c haracterize the expressive p o wer of weakly safe ILOG 6 = t he only negative literals the l a n guage allows for are non-equalities. Since it disallows other forms of negation, we do not expect this language to express nonmonotonic queries. Interestingly, we s h ow t hat t he l a n guage is able to express all the monotone queries before stating formally the result, we n eed to discuss the n o t ion of monotonicity i n a f r a m ework allowing for r.e. queries (i.e., partial queries as well).
The notion of monotonicity i s a s f o llows (see, among o t hers, 18]). A query q : S ! T is monotone if, for any pair of instances I J over S, I J implies q(I) q(J ). Intuitively, t he result of a monotone query does not decrease by adding n ew elements t o the active d o m ain of the i n p u t i n s t ance and t uples to t he input relations.
It is well-known 5] that datalog 6 = expresses only monotone ptime queries (and t hus, total monotone queries). Hence, the same h olds for sILOG 6 = .
In the c o n text of r.e. queries, i.e., queries which can be partial functions, we m ust consider the case in which t he result of a query is unde ned over an input instance. A (partial) query q : S ! T is downward de ned if, for any pair of instances I J over S, I J and q de ned over J implies that q is de ned over I. It is clear that a n y monotone query q is downward de ned.
An example of boolean monotone (partial) query is the o n e t hat, given a binary relation representing a directed graph G over a xed set of nodes, answers true (i.e., the non-empty 0-ary relation f()g) i f G is planar and contains a Hamiltonian circuit, answers false (i.e., fg) i f G, being p lanar, does not contain any Hamiltonian circuit, and i s u nde ned if G is not planar. In other words, this query decides, for planar graphs, if they do contain Hamiltonian circuits ( t his problem being np-complete 17]), and does not halt on nonplanar graphs.
Reasoning o n t he xpoint s e m antics of ILOG 6 = programs, we o b t ain the f o llowing result:
Lemma 5.1 Let P be a wILOG 6 = program. Then, the semantics of P is a monotone query.
Proof: Consider the immediate consequence operator T P for P, a n d i n s t ances I J .
It is clear that o perator T P is monotone, that i s , T P (I) T P (J ). This remains true for powers of T P , u s e d i n t he computation of the least xpoint o f T P (i.e., the minimum model for P): T n P (I) T n P (J ) for any n 0. Hence, if the sequence of powers T n P does not converge over instance I, i t d o e s n o t o ver J , t hat i s , P is downward de ned.
To prove monotonicity, a s s u me t hat t he xpoint computation converges over instance J , a s T ! P (J ). It then clearly converges over I as well, and T ! P (I) T ! P (J ). The a bove i s a t ypical result for database programming languages: Lemma 5.1 states that all the queries which are expressible in a syntactically de ned language also satisfy a semantically d e ned property. I n s u ch c a s e s , i t i s i n teresting t o ask whether the l a n guage expresses all the queries that s a tisfy the p r o perty, or only a part of them. We d evote t he remainder of the s e c t ion to s h ow t he f o llowing result, which strengthens the c o n n ection among wILOG 6 = and t he class of monotone queries. Theorem 5.2 wILOG 6 = expresses the monotone queries.
Proof: Let q be a monotone query. Consider an order independent domTM M q which implements q. For an input instance I, t o e v aluate q(I) w e w ould like t o s i m ulate a computation of M q on an enumeration e of I. Becau s e o f g e n ericity, w e are forced to consider computations of M q on all enumerations of I rather than on a single one, as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. However, computing t he e n umerations of an instance is not a monotonic operation thus we m ust slightly modify our evaluation strategy.
Let us show w h at h appens if we c o n s i d er all thè p a r t ial' enumerations of I, r a ther thaǹ total' ones only note t hat t his operation is monotonic. Let p-enum(I) b e t he set of all partial enumerations of I, t hat is, the s e t p-enum(I) = Hence, to prove t he t heorem, it su ces to s h ow t hat t he e v aluation strategy e Q for q can be implemented in wILOG 6 = . F or, consider the program Q = Q in Q simu Q out de ned with respect to a query q and a corresponding domTM M q in the proof of Theorem 4.1. Recall that Q computes q by s i m ulating c o m p u tations of M q on all total enumerations of the input instance recall also that b o t h Q simu and Q out do not make u s e o f n egation.
Modify program Q in by removing i t s n egated literals, thus de ning a n ew program e Q in it is apparent t hat n o w e Q in belongs to ILOG Consider now program e Q = e Q in Q simu Q out i t b e l o n gs to wILOG 6 = . F urthermore Q simu simulates computations of M q on enumerations represented in relation ENC, a n d Q out decodes the results a n d t akes their union. Hence, becau s e o f E q u a tion (1), the semantics of e Q coincides with q.
Expressiveness of semipositive programs
In this section we s t udy the expressive p o wer of the language wILOG 1 2 : of semipositive programs, that is, the class of programs in which n egation can be applied to input relations only. This language is strictly more expressive t han wILOG 6 = i n deed, wILOG allows to express non-monotone queries as well, e.g., the di erence of two input r e l a tions. Hence, it is interesting t o a s k w h ether this language expresses the computable queries, as wILOG 1 2 : programs satisfy a weak form of monotonicity we call`semimonotone' these queries. Then, we s t r e n gthen the result b y proving t hat wILOG 1 2 : expresses exactly this class of queries.
We n eed a few preliminary de nitions. Given an instance I over a scheme S = fR 1 : : : R n g, consider the enriched scheme S = fR 1 : : : R n R 1 : : : R n g for S, a n d t he enriched instance I (over S) for I, d e ned in such a w ay that, for 1 i n, relation R i has the same s c heme a s R i , I(R i ) = I(R i ), and I(R i ) i s t he complement o f I(R i ) wrt the active domain adom(I), that i s , I(R i ) = adom(I) (R i ) ; I (R i ). Given a wILOG 1 2 : program P over input s c heme S = fR 1 : : : R n g, w e can easily eliminate n egation from P by c o n s i d ering t he program P over the enriched input s c heme S obtained from P by r e p lacing e a c h n egative literal :R i (: : : ) b y R i (: : : ) call this program P the positivization of P. I t t urns out t hat, for any wILOG 1 2 : program P, i t s positivization P is a wILOG 6 = program. Furthermore, for any input instance I for P, i f P is de ned over I, i t i s t he c a s e t hat P(I) = P(I), otherwise P is unde ned over I. I t i s t his strict relationship between the languages wILOG 1 2 : and wILOG 6 = that i n duces a limitation on the expressiveness of the former.
Given a scheme S = fR 1 : : : R n g and instances I J over S, w e s a y t hat J is an extension of I (written I ext v J ) i f adom(I) adom(J ) a n d, for 1 i n, I(R i ) = J (R i )j adom(I) , t hat is, the restriction of relation J (R i ) t o t he a c t ive domain of instance I coincides with I(R i ).
Lemma 6.1 Let I J be instances over a scheme S, and I J their enriched instances.
Then, J is an extension of I if and only if I J .
Proof: Assume t hat J is an extension of I, t hat i s , (i) adom(I) adom(J ) a n d, for any relation R in S, (ii) I(R) = J (R)j adom(I) . W e n o w prove t hat, for any r e l a tion R in S, (iii) I(R) J (R) a n d (iv) I(R) J (R).
Inclusion (iii) follows directly from (ii): I(R) = I(R) J (R) = J (R): For inclusion (iv), w e h ave:
; I (R) = adom(I) (R) ; J (R)j adom(I) = adom(I) (R) ; J (R) adom(J ) (R) ; J (R) = J (R): For the converse direction, assume inclusions (iii) and (iv) hold. Inclusion (i) is immediately implied by (iii). We n o w prove (ii) by s h owing containment i n t he t wo directions:
; J (R))j adom(I) = adom(I) (R) ; J (R)j adom(I) adom(I) (R) ; I(R) = I(R) whereas I(R) J (R)j adom(I) follows from (iii).
A query q : S ! T is preserved under extensions 5] if, for any pair of instances I J over S, w h enever J is an extension of I, i t i s t he case that q(I) q(J ). Intuitively, t he result of a query preserved under extensions does not decrease by adding n ew elements t o the input active domain and t uples containing a t l e a s t a n ew element t o t he i n p u t r e l a tions.
A (partial) query q : S ! T is We observe t hat a n y query preserved under extensions is ext v-de ned as well. Preservation under extensions is a weak form of monotonicity. I n w h at f o llows, we s h all however use a di erent t erminology for this property, b y calling semimonotone any query that is preserved under extensions. The n ext result, in conjunction with T h eorem 6.5, motivates our choice for giving t his name t o t he property. Lemma 6.2 Let P be a semipositive wILOG 1 2 : program. Then, the semantics of P is a semimonotone query.
Proof: Consider the positivization P of P obtained by replacing n egative l i t erals. Let I J be instances over the input s c heme o f P such t hat J is an extension of I, a n d I J the corresponding enriched instances. By Lemma 5 . 1 , t he s e m antics of P is a monotone query. A s s u me P de ned on input J t he n , s o i t i s P on input J . N o w, I J , a n d by d o wnward de nition of P, t he l a tter is de ned on input I moreover, because of its monotonicity, P(I) P(J ). Hence, P is de ned on input I and P(I) P (J ). Lemma 6.3 The query that computes the complement of the transitive closure ( CTC) o f a binary relation is not semimonotone.
Proof: Consider a scheme G = fN Eg, with N unary (the n o d es) and E binary (the edges) for representing a directed graph. Consider instances I and J over G, w h ere I(N) = f(a)g (a single node) and I(E) = (no edges), and J (N) = f(a) (b)g and J (E) = f(a b) (b a)g J is an extension of I (indeed, I J ). Now, CTC(I) = f(a a)g, whereas CTC(J) = h ence, the query is not preserved under extensions.
As a consequence of the a bove lemmata, CTCis not expressible in wILOG 1 2 : , t hat is, we h ave a query separating t he class of semipositive programs from the computable queries.
Corollary 6.4 wILOG 6 = < wILOG . Consider the f o llowing queries min and max de ned over a scheme containing a binary relation succ, i n tuitively used to represent a s u ccessor relation over an ordered domain. The queries are de ned as min(succ) = fx j6 9w : succ(w x)g max(succ) = fx j6 9w : succ(x w)g It can be shown, by m eans of exampl e s a s i n t he proof of Lemma 6.3, that t hese queries are not semimonotone.
Again, it raises naturally the question of whether the language wILOG 1 2 : expresses the semimonotone queries, or only part of them. The remainder of the section is devoted to s h ow t hat wILOG Proof: The proof is similar in spirit to t hat o f T h eorem 5.2. However, the e n umeration phase requires here a major modi cation with respect to t hat u s e d i n t he proof of Theorem 4.1.
Consider a semimonotone query q. Consider also an order independent domTM M q which implements q. F or an input instance I, our evaluation strategy can neither consider computation of M q on an enumeration e of I (because of genericity) nor computations on all total enumerations of I (because the o peration of computing t he s e t enum(I) is not preserved under extensions). Is there any suitabl e s e t o f e n umerations derivable from I such t hat: (i) this set is expressible by m eans of a semipositive program and (ii) the union of results of computations of M q on this set yields q(I)? Fortunately, t he answer is a rmative. To prove f o r m ally the result, we n eed some preliminary considerations and de nitions. Q is de ned on input I whenever q is becau s e o f i t s semimonotonicity, q(J ) q(I) f o r a n y J ext v I , h ence b Q(I) = q(I). We n o w d e ne a n ILOG 1 2 : program b Q in doing t he f o llowing. First, we d e ne a unary relation a dom to s t ore the a c t ive domain of the input d atabase. Then, we b u i l d all the partial enumerations of this set a dom. Any p a r t ial enumeration d of a dom is a total enumeration of a subset D of adom(I) besides, it naturally induces a total order on its elements ( a n y e n umeration being a list without r e p e a ts): while we build the enumerations, at t he s a m e t ime w e d e ne relations min max, a n d succ to m ake a p parent the t otal orders associated with t hem. Starting from enumerations and u s i n g t otal orders, we i t erate o n t heir elements t o build encoding o f e n umerations of the i n p u t relations we d o so as in Example 3.3, using semipositive n egation in this phase only. T h en, we concatenate encodings of the input relations | without resorting t o n egation anymore, as we did in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Finally, t he wILOG We u s e i n vention relations enc nil (id) enc cons (id rst tail) a n d r e l a tion enc(string id) to represent p a r t ial enumerations of a dom. At t he same t ime, we d e ne t otal orders using relations min(enum rst) ( t o s t ore and propagate t he rst element inserted into a n e n umeration), max(enum last) ( t o s t ore the last element inserted into), and succ(enum element successor) ( t o s t ore and p r o pagate a s u ccessor relation):
Then, we build encodings of input relations starting from the partial enumerations of a dom and t heir associated total orders as follows. Note h ow w e k eep track o f t he originating e n umeration of a dom: for instance, invention relation ENC nil i has scheme (id enum) i n s t ead of simply (id) as in program Q in in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Consider an input relation R i a s s u me i t i s b i n ary. W e i t erate o n t he possible tuples over R i , a n d t est membership in the input instance. If the t uple belongs to t he input, we encode i t a n d c o n tinue the i t eration if the t uple does not belong t o t he i n p u t ( w e u s e semipositive n egation here) we s i m p ly skip it and c o n tinue the i t eration.
Represents i (S 0 P X 1 X 2 ) ENC i (S 0 `(' S 3 P) ENC 1 i (S 3 X 1 S 2 P) ENC 2 i (S 2 X 2 S 1 P) ENC ) i (S 1 `)' S P) toAppend i (S P X 1 X 2 ): toAppend i (S P X X ) ENC i (S `]' Nil P) ENC nil i (Nil P) min(P X ) R i (X X ). Represents i (S P X X ) ENC i (S `]' Nil P) ENC nil i (Nil P) min(P X ) :R i (X X ). toAppend i (S P X 1 X 0 2 ) Represents i (S P X 1 X 2 ) succ(P X 2 X 0 ENC i ( ` ' S P) Represents i (S P X X ) max(P X ):
The foregoing set of clauses, written to encode a binary relation, can be modi ed so as to build encodings of any input relation in S, u s i n g a di erent n umber of invention relations depending o n i t s a r i t y. The f o llowing clauses are meant t o build a uniform representation of the non-empty strings occurring i n e n umerations:
ENC cons i (S C T P) ENC i (S C T P). ENC cons i (S C T P) ENC ) i (S C T P). ENC cons i (S C T P) ENC 2 i (S C T P). ENC cons i (S C T P) ENC 1 i (S C T P). ENC cons i (S C T P) ENC i (S C T P).
We n o w c o n c a tenate encodings of enumerations of the v arious input relations. To obtain enumerations of instances for which I is an extension, we m ust only concatenate those encodings originating f r o m t he same partial enumeration of a dom. W e use clauses similar to t hose used in the proof of Theorem 4.1 again, to k eep track o f t he partial enumerations that d e ned the encodings, we use an additional attribute ( a s i n t he a bove clauses).
ENC nil ( P) enc(P). represents(Nil Nil 0 P) ENC nil (Nil P) ENC nil n (Nil 0 P). ENC cons ( C S) ENC cons n (L C S 0 P) represents(S S 0 P). represents(S S 0 P) ENC cons (S C T) ENC cons n (S 0 C T 0 P) represents(T T 0 P). represents(S Nil P) ENC nil n;1 (Nil P) ENC n (S 0 C T P) represents(S S 0 P). ENC cons ( C S) ENC cons n;1 (L C S 0 P) represents(S S 0 P). represents(S S 0 P) ENC cons (S C T) ENC cons n;1 (S 0 C T 0 P) represents(T T 0 P).
: : :
A comment i s u s e f u l h ere. We used two di erent a p proaches in proving completeness of the v arious languages: on one h and, we preferred to compute (partial) enumerations of the input active domain in the case of wILOG 1 2 : o n t he o t her hand, we computed (partial) enumerations of the input relations in the cases of wILOG 1 : and wILOG 6 = . We can devise a di erent completeness proof for wILOG 1 : (Theorem 4.1) by u s i n g the`active domain' approach, as follows. We rst compute t he t otal enumerations of the input a c t ive d o m ain (using o n e strati ed negation) and t hen the t otal enumerations of the input relations (using only semipositive n egation). Note t hat, in some cases, this way of proceeding does not lead to t he generation of all the e n umerations of the input r e l a tions this fact, however, does not invalidate t he proof.
The a bove a p proach d o e s n o t s e e m t o be useful in proving expressiveness of monotone queries for wILOG 6 = (Theorem 5.2) intuitively, h aving a t otal order at disposal is indeed useful to build enumerations of the input instance only if we can apply negation (semipositive n egation, at l e a s t ) t o t he input relations.
The proof of Theorem 6.5 suggests t hat i t w ould be possible for a wILOG 1 2 : program to compute a t otal enumeration of an input instance if a total order on the input domain were given. Indeed, the f o llowing result s h ows that wILOG 7 Towards strongly monotone queries?
All the r e s u l ts proved in this paper refer essentially to s i m ulations of computations of domain Turing m achines made b y suitable programs in subclasses of wILOG (:) . In all the cases, the di cult p a r t o f t he proof concerned the a bility o f t he l a n guage to e n umerate the input instance as a (sort of a)`string' of domain constants a n d c o n n ectives. We proved that wILOG 1 : is able to build exactly the e n umerations of an input instance, that wILOG 6 = can build enumerations of the instances contained ( ) in an input i n s t ance, and t hat wILOG 1 2 : can build enumerations of instances for which t he input instance is an extension ( ext v). Then, simulations of domTMs can be carried over these enumerations without resorting t o n egation anymore (non-equality is required, however) nally, results of computations can be decoded with n o n egation and no non-equality.
The expressive p o wer of the l a n guage wILOG, in which t he u s e o f n egative l i t erals is totally disallowed, remains to b e c haracterized.
It seems natural to compare this language with t he c l a s s o f q u e r i e s s a tisfying a stronger form of monotonicity, called strong monotonicity in 30, 5] with respect to t otal queries. Given instances I J over a same s c heme S, a homomorphism from I to J is a function h : adom(I) ! adom(J ) s u ch t hat ( e x t ending h to facts a n d i n s t ances in the n atural way) h(I) J w e d enote I h ! J such a h omomorphism. A query q : S ! T is strongly monotone if it is preserved under homomorphisms, that is, for any pair of instances I J over S, I h ! J implies h(q(I)) q(J ). Intuitively, t he result of a strongly monotone query does not decrease by adding n ew elements t o t he input active domain, adding t uples to t he input relations, and i d entifying elements o f t he a c t ive domain.
Strongly monotone partial queries satisfy a de nednessproperty, a s f o llows. A (partial) query q : S ! T is h !-de ned if, for any pair of instances I J over S, q de ned over J and I h ! J imply that Q is de ned over I. I t t urns out t hat a n y strongly monotone query is h !-de ned. Now, it is easy to s h ow t hat t he s e m antics of any wILOG program is a strongly monotone query (again, by reasoning o n i t s xpoint s e m antics). However, in this case there is no evidence of the a bility o f t he language to express all queries in that c l a s s . I n particular, we h ave t wo a r g u ments suggesting t hat t he proof schemes used in this paper are unuseful to e v entually characterize expressiveness of wILOG.
First of all, the a p proach of resorting t o domain Turing m achines as an e ective w ay to implement a query can not be pursued. In fact, transition values of the form (q ) = : : : are inherently required in domTMs (that is, domTMs without t his kind of transition values are not a formalismexpressing t he strongly monotone queries) to s i m ulate t hese transition values, non-equality l i t erals must be used, and w e d o n o t h ave t hem in wILOG.
Second, observe t hat for any ( nite) input i n s t ance I, b o t h t he set of instances contained in I and t he set of instances for which I is an extension are nite this is in contrast with t he fact that t he set of instances fJ j J h ! I g from which a (non-empty) input instance I can be obtained by m eans of a homomorphism is in general in nite. This fact must prevent u s t o u s e a n y n aive wILOG program to build enumerations of this set of instances obtained from the input instance (rather than the t otal enumerations only, which can not directly built b e c a use the corresponding o peration is not strongly monotone).
This di culties leave u s w i t h t he o pen problem of characterizing t he expressive p o wer of wILOG, a n d f o r t he quest of de ning a formalism to express the class of strongly monotone queries.
Discussion
In this paper we h ave i n troduced a hierarchy of rule-based query languages with v alue invention and s t r a ti ed negation. The hierarchy i s d e ned relative t o t he n umber of strata allowed in strati ed programs. The m ain result i s t he c haracterization of theexpressiveness of the f o llowing languages: wILOG 1 : , t he class of programs made of a positive program followed by a semipositive o n e wILOG 6 = , t he class of programs allowing for non-equality comparisons and wILOG 1 2 : , t he class of semipositive programs, allowing f o r n egation on input relations more precisely, w e h ave s h own that t heselanguages express the computable queries of Chandra and Harel (Theorem 4.1), the monotone queries (Theorem 5.2), and the semimonotone queries (Theorem 6.5), respectively. T o t he best of our knowledge, this is the rst proposal of languages expressing e x a c t ly the l a tter two classes of queries.
Corollary 6.4 lets us argue that wILOG 1 : is a minimal formalism among t hose expressing t he computable queries. It is important t o note t hat t he minimality o f wILOG 1 : potentially implies somè i n e ciency' in expressing queries. Consider, for instance, some strati ed datalog : query belonging t o datalog i : for some i > 1 A comparison between the expressivenessof the family wILOG (:) and t hat of strati ed datalog (:) allows us to highlight t he impact that v alue invention has in querying r e l a tional databases. Expressiveness of the t wo families of languages are very di erent: the former ranges over the computable queries, whereas the l a tter does not go beyond t he ptime queries. The hierarchy o f wILOG (:) relative t o t he n umber of strata a l l o wed collapses level`1' (wILOG 1 : , T h eorem 4.1) the same hierarchy referred to datalog (:) does not collapse 29]. Moreover, comparing t he result in 29] with t hat in 4], it turns out t hat t he strati ed semantics for negation in datalog (:) is weaker than the in ationary one in contrast, the t wo s e m antics for negation (though di erent) have been shown equallyexpressive in rule-based languages having a m echanism comparable to t hat o f v alue invention 20].
Referring t o languages with limited use of negation, it is known that t he queries expressible in datalog 6 = and datalog 1 2 : are monotone a n d semimonotone (preserved under extensions) ptime queries, respectively. However, these two languages fail to express exactly the t wo classes of queries (Kolaitis and V ardi 30], Afrati et al. 5] ). In contrast, wILOG 6 = and wILOG 1 2 : express exactly the classes of monotone a n d semimonotone computable queries, respectively.
The language datalog 1 2 : expresses the ptime queries on ordered databases with min and max 34]. We obtained a similar result for the l a n guage wILOG This work is clearly related to t he o r i g i n al paper introducing ILOG 23] . However, there the focus is on query issues in the context of an object-based data m o d el, whereas the m ain concern of this work i s o n t he a bility of expressing relational queries, especially with respect to a limited use of strati ed negation.
The a bility o f wILOG : (with u nbounded strati ed negation) to express the computable queries can be inferred from 22] . There, the results refer to COL, a rule-based language with strati ed negation and u ntyped set construction. The t wo a p proaches are comparable, as it is suggested by V an den Bussche et al. 37] , where value invention is related to hereditarely nite set construction. However, COLprograms have t o be strati ed with respect to set construction as well furthermore, negation in COLcan be simulated using set construction 1] because of this, it is not clear whether the results concerning wILOG : with limited use of negation can be generalized to corresponding languages in 22].
The rst completeness result for a datalog extension with v alue invention was shown by A biteboul and Vianu 4] the proof technique of building a l l e n umerations of an input instance was also proposed there. Nevertheless, the c o n n ection between the family wILOG (:) and t he datalog extensions proposed in 4] is looser than it might a p pear. Indeed, datalog : 1 adopts t he in ationary semantics for negation and a di erent s e m antics for value invention, making t he language`operational.' As a consequence, even the s emantics of`similar' wILOG (:) and datalog : 1 programs with limited use of negation (i.e., semipositive, or no negation at all) can be di erent 23, Example 7.6].
Languages with v alue invention (or object creation) specify mappings such t hat n ew values (outside t he i n p u t active domain) may app e a r i n t heir result this fact, in turn, implies a potential violation of the c r i t erion of genericity. B e c a use of the nondeterministic choice of new values, the s e m antics of such m appings de ne binary relations between databases, rather than functions. These mappings are called database transformations.
Criterions that extend genericity i n t he framework of transformations are (among o t hers) determinacy 2] and constructivism 37]. The s u bject of querying object-oriented databases has been investigated also by o t her authors (e.g., 16, 19, 26] ). Expressiveness of ILOG : as a database transformation languages has been formalized in 11] as the class of list-constructive transformations, (introduced by V an den Bussche 36] ), that is,`generic' transformations in which n ew values in the result can be put in correspondence with nested lists constructed by m eans of input v alues. The results h olding f o r ILOG : are the a n alogous of those proven for wILOG : more precisely, t he class of two-strata programs expresses the list-constructive transformations, and ILOG 6 = and ILOG 1 2 : express the class of monotone a n d semimonotone list-constructive transformations, respectively.
A Domain Turing Machines
We n o w d escribe formally domain Turing Machines (domTMs). They were introduced by Hull and S u 2 1 ] a s a v ariant o f T uring m achines, focused on database manipulation.
In general, Turing Machines (TMs): (i) have a nite a l p h abet, (ii) may compute nongeneric functions, and (iii) use ordered inputs ( t ape cells are ordered) this implies that a n encoding f o r i n s t ances into a nite alphabet must be established and t hat not all Turing machines can be used as speci cations of queries.
Unlike c o n ventional TMs, the alphabet to b e u s e d o n a d o m T M t ape includes a domain o f s y m bols, which is in general a countable set. It also contains a nite set of`working symbols,' corresponding t o connectives likes parentheses and brackets. A domTM has a two-way in nite t ape, and is equipped with a`register,' which can be used to s t ore a single letter of the alphabet. This register is used to express transitions that are (essentially) generic' and t o k eep nite t he control o f t he m achine. For, moves may only refer to a nite s u bset of the d o m ain (corresponding t o a s e t o f i n terpreted domain elements) and t o working symbols in addition, it is possible to s p e c i f y m o ves based on the (non-) equality between the content o f t he r e g i s t er and t hat o f t he t ape cell under the h ead. The possible e ect of a move, apart from changing t he i n ternal state o f t he m achine, is to c hange the content o f t he register and t hat o f t he t ape cell under the h ead, then to m o ve t he h ead.
The correspondence between domTMs and queries is not yet complete. A domTM tape is used for input a n d processing hence, mappings computed by domTMs may depend o n the input o r d er. Fortunately, it is possible to restrict the a ttention to domTMs whose computations, in a sense made precise as follows, do not depend o n t he input o r d er. A domTM M is input-order independent with respect to input d atabase scheme S if for any input i n s t ance I of S, e i t her (i) for every enumeration e of I, M does not halt or (ii) there is an instance J of the o u tput s c heme s u ch t hat, for every enumeration e of I, M halts a n d t he o u tput o f M, d enoted M(e), is some e n umeration of J .
Formally, a (deterministic) domain Turing machine (domTM ) (relative t o a domain ) is a 6-tuple M = ( K W C q s q h ), where K is a nite set of states W is a nite s e t o f working symbols (in the discussion we s h all assume t hat W includes the d i s t inguished symbols`,',`(',`)',` ',`]', which are used for encoding input and o u tput, and also the b lank symbol`#') C is a nite s e t o f constants q s 2 K is the starting state q h 2 K is the u nique halting state is the transition function, a t otal function from (K ; f q h g) (W C f g) (W C f g) t o K (W C f g) The domTM M is viewed as having a t wo-way in nite t ape, and a register. A n instantaneous description (ID) o f M is a 5-tuple (q a b ), where q is a state a 2 W f #g is the register content 2 (W ) and b 2 W s u ch t hat t he tape c ontent is b , where the tape h e ad position is the speci ed occurrence of b. (Is is assumed the usual restriction that n either the rst symbol o f nor the last of is #.)
A transition value (q a b) = ( q 0 a 0 b 0 dir) i s generic if 2 f a bg. I n g e n eric transition values, the symbols and , i n tendedto range over distinct elements o f ;C, are used to m o d el templates for in nite s e t s of transition values: a transition value (q ) = : : : is`applicable' when the domTM is in state q and t he content o f t he r e g i s t er and t hat o f the t ape cell under the h ead are equal, whereas (q ) = : : :is applicable in the complementary situation in which t hey di er. At t he beginning o f t he computation, the register holds #. Under these previsions, a computation of M is de ned in the usual fashion.
The m ain point i n t he i n troduction of domain Turing m achines is that t hey provide a n e ective w ay to implement queries. This is shown in the f o llowing important result.
Fact A.1 ( 21] ) For any computable query q there i s a n o r der independent domTM M q which computes q. That is, given an input instance I, either M q does not halt on any enumeration of I (i.e., q is unde ned on input I), or there exists an instance J such that, for any enumeration e of I, the computation of M q on e, denoted b y M q (e), halts resulting in an output that is an enumeration of J (i.e., q(I) = J ).
